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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Social  network  analysis  is now  used  widely  to  study  social  behaviour  in  humans  and  non-human  animals,
and  missing  individuals  can  represent  a problem  for network  studies.  This  problem  is becoming  especially
frequent  in  studies  using  bio-logging  to collect interaction  data,  which  is  an approach  used  particularly
frequently  in  the construction  of  animal  networks.  This  therefore  represents  an  important  audience  for
Smith  et al.  (2017)  who  investigate  how  sub-sampling  from  networks  impacts  the  outcome  of  subsequent
analysis.  Here  I take  advantage  of the  progress  made  by  this  paper  to outline  key issues  that  still  require
addressing  to understand  the  effect  of missing  individuals  on social  network  analysis.

©  2017  Elsevier  B.V.  All  rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

As a consequence of being relational data, the sampling of net-
works might inherently be expected to result in greater bias than
other types of data (Alba, 1982; Silk et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2017;
Smith and Moody, 2013). This could apply both to missing individ-
uals (nodes) and missing relationships (edges), but the former is
easier to quantify and address. A number of studies have explored
the impact of missing individuals on network analysis, the most
recent of which is Smith et al. (2017). The authors made substantial
progress on a number of key issues, in particular in: a) assess-
ing how non-random missingness of individuals might change the
effect of sub-sampling from a network, and b) in providing a tool to
allow researchers to determine the likely impact of missing indi-
viduals in a range of network structures and sizes.

Smith et al. (2017) stated that “By looking at a wide range of
networks, measures and types of missing data, we can offer recom-
mendations and best practices for applied network practitioners”. A
major application of network analysis away from the social sci-
ences is in the study of animal behaviour (Croft et al., 2008; Krause
et al., 2014). Missing individuals are a frequent problem in animal
network studies, when it is often necessary to capture and mark
individuals to gather data. However, as the use of bio-logging tech-
nology becomes more widespread to study human social networks
(e.g. Isella et al., 2011; Kiti et al., 2016; Mastrandrea et al., 2015),
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similar problems often arise. I will provide a perspective as an
applied network practitioner working on animal social behaviour
as to the utility of their new findings, and then build on this to
highlight important outstanding questions relating to missing indi-
viduals in networks. Finally, I will present some R code designed to
test how missing individuals affect the calculation of network met-
rics in animal social networks that I hope will complement the java
applet provided in that paper.

2. An applied perspective on the implications of Smith et al.
(2017)

Smith et al. (2017) built upon previous work by the same authors
(Smith and Moody, 2013) in exploring the consequences of miss-
ing individuals on the calculation of a range of network metrics.
Together, especially when taken alongside complementary findings
in other fields (e.g. Silk et al., 2015), the results of this work have
revealed a set of important considerations when analysing net-
works with missing data, of which the general rules are already very
useful to applied network practitioners. In particular, knowledge
of how network structure and size influence the impact of sub-
sampling from a network is paramount, as is an understanding that
more global metrics (such as Betweenness) are less resilient to the
presence of missing individuals. Finally, the exploration of biases in
missing individuals addressed by Smith et al. (2017) is especially
valuable from the perspective of animal behaviour research. This
is partly as an aid in determining which individuals to collect data
on when resources are limited, but also because methods of cap-
ture to make individual animals identifiable for network studies
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may  place implicit biases on which individuals are most likely to
remain unsampled. However, one opportunity that is missed here
is the opportunity to discuss the importance of different types of
“bias” caused by missing network data. I would like to highlight
here the nomenclature/approach used by Silk et al. (2015) which
looked at the effect of sub-sampling on three distinct properties of
network metrics. In this paper the authors looked at precision, accu-
racy and bias of metric values in sub-sampled networks. As defined
by these authors, precision is the correlation between values calcu-
lated in the partial (observed) network and those in the equivalent
true network, accuracy is the value of the metric obtained from the
observed partial network relative to its true value, and bias is sys-
tematic variation in the precision of metric values in the partial
(observed) network. The impact of sub-sampling on each of these
properties can depend on network structure and the type of net-
work metric being investigated. Considering each independently is
important in wider applications of network analysis, as these dif-
ferent properties can be used to address different questions. For
example, in animal network studies it is the precision of metric val-
ues in sub-sampled networks that is important if a researcher asks
a question about whether network position and a personality trait
are linked, but it is accuracy that is important if a researcher seeks
to compare the true values of network metrics between different
contexts.

Another major step forward in Smith et al. (2017) is the develop-
ment of a tool (a java applet) that can provide an idea of the impact
of missing individuals (incorporating any biases in their central-
ity) according to network size for a range of network structures.
For an applied network researcher that has worked on study sys-
tems with substantial proportions of missing individuals this is an
exciting development, and has the potential to be useful as a guide
to researchers designing network studies. However, from this per-
spective I also feel that it is essential to see a tool designed in this
way just as a starting point. The use of network analysis in ani-
mals is now highly question-driven and such a fixed tool has only
restricted possibilities for use. It would be great to see a more mod-
ular set of functions that were able to use pilot empirical data or
researcher knowledge to simulate a realistic network structure, and
then sample from this structure, before determining how it might
affect the outcome of a range of network analytical perspective.
Such a package of functions would be best developed as a com-
munity, preferably with researchers from a range of fields, so that
the generation of networks, and the types of metrics to calculate (or
statistical models to assess) was relevant to as wide a range of stud-
ies as possible. The advantages of taking this approach is that as a
user assesses a new sampling framework and/or question, the code
they used can be added to the system and shared with researchers
who might be faced with a similar problem in another field.

3. Three outstanding missing network data problems

In this section I will highlight some important gaps in our under-
standing on the impact of sub-sampling from social networks that
simulation-modelling could easily test and greatly aid the design
of empirical studies. While these ideas come from a background of
employing network analysis to study animal behaviour, I feel all
are widely applicable in the use of social networks more generally.

3.1. What is the best way of sub-sampling social networks?

In many animal network studies time, cost and effort is required
to capture individuals and make them individually identifiable for
social network studies. This trade-off is now becoming more fre-
quent for all types of network study, including in humans, as the
use of bio-logging approaches to produce reality mining data on

social behaviour is increasing (Barrat and Cattuto, 2015; Isella et al.,
2011). Often these approaches are costly, and it is possible to use
only relatively small sample sizes. Therefore, deciding how best to
deploy bio-logging devices for network studies remains an open
question. For example, is it best to intensively sample a small part
of a network or sample a larger part of the network more sparsely?
Or similarly, how would studying replicate networks in multiple
populations trade-off against the intensity of tagging individu-
als within each population? It is likely that the type of question
being asked is important to making this decision. For example,
work focussing on fine-scale behavioural interactions, such as dom-
inance behaviour in animals (e.g. Dey et al., 2015), is likely to benefit
from intensively sampling particular groups. In contrast, for the
study of population-level processes such as disease transmission,
a more even distribution of identifiable individuals throughout a
population may  be beneficial, especially when attempting to record
infrequent interactions.

In order to assist empirical researchers making these decisions,
it will be important to move simulation models of non-random
sampling beyond the missingness-centrality correlation investi-
gated by Smith et al. (2017) to assess the impacts of the clustering
of identifiable and unidentifiable individuals within sub-sampled
networks. Exploring this in a range of social network structures will
be an important step forward in aiding the study design of network
studies, especially for studies using bio-logging approaches.

3.2. How do missing individuals affect individual-level hypothesis
testing in networks?

The relationship between social network position and other
individual traits has been a major cross-disciplinary research focus
(e.g. Aplin et al., 2013; Bollen et al., 2011; Goodreau et al., 2009;
Rosenquist et al., 2011). The most popular methods to test these
hypotheses has been different, for example the use of exponential
random graph models (ERGMs; Lusher et al., 2013) and stochastic
actor-oriented models (SAOMs; Snijders et al., 2010) in the social
sciences, versus the development of randomisation-based gener-
alised linear mixed model approaches in animal behaviour (Croft
et al., 2011; Farine and Whitehead, 2015). Regardless, the impact
of missing individuals (and edges) on statistical inferences made
using these all of these approaches remains an open and important
question.

Smith et al. (2017) made a step towards addressing this, by
looking at the consequences of missing individuals for tests of
behavioural homophily within a network (finding that it was pos-
sible to detect patterns of behavioural homophily when there was
both a high proportion of missing individuals and a bias in which
individuals were missing). However, a notion of the preponderance
of type I and type II errors when different modelling frameworks
are used to analyse networks with missing individuals would rep-
resent a considerable step forward in our understanding of the
consequences of sub-sampling social networks. For example, while
Shalizi and Rinaldo (2013) have suggested that ERGMs estimated on
a sampled network are unlikely to reflect population-level parame-
ters (accuracy in the framework outlined previously), this may  not
affect their ability to test hypotheses related to individual differ-
ences.

It would seem fairly simple to build on previous simulation-
modelling work to examine how hypothesis testing using any of
the statistical models mentioned above might be affected by the
sub-sampling of networks. For example, the addition of a response
variable that depended on network structure to the R function out-
lined in the next section would enable the impact on inference from
generalised linear models to be addressed. In the case of models
relating individual traits to individual-level network models, such
as those suggested above, there are two main considerations to
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